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Corrections
page 25 - second text box in red should read

• “Not apparent from within the reserve, however bridge may be visible from eastern end. “
page 41 - last sentence

• I rate the residual visual impact to be at least low to moderate, because of the significantly
more infrastructure elements now visible from the reserve, should read
“I rate the residual visual impact to be at least moderate to high, because of the significantly
more infrastructure elements now visible from the reserve.”
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Structure of Presentation
I have been engaged by Maribyrnong City Council to prepare an expert witness statement
of the final Environmental Effects Statement (EES), Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment
(LVIA) technical report and the Urban Design Concept (UDC).
My expert witness statement is in three parts:
Part A: Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment
Part B: West Gate Project – Sites and Areas of Impact
Part C: Overview of the Urban Design Concept
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Part A: Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment
The relevant EES evaluation objective for the LVIA is “to minimise the adverse effects on the
landscape, visual amenity and recreational and open spaces values and to maximise
the enhancement of these values where opportunities exist”.
The LVIA does not adequacy describe the performance of the proposal to this objective as it:
• Contains no clear statement which adequately addresses “how” the urban design concept
and engineering design either minimises adverse effects or enhances values.
• Focuses on impact assessment but provides neither comment nor options regarding the
means for reducing the impact.
• Does not consider the potential for changes to the engineering form or urban design
concept to ameliorate effects.
• Omits assessment of overshadowing.
• Does not adequately identify the value of the Maribyrnong River environs or address the
significant impacts of the design on the Maribyrnong River.
• Does not address future and potential land uses changes.
• Underestimates level of impact for key sites.
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Part A: Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment
Key Points
• The mitigation measures that are proposed in the LVIA are predominantly limited to
vegetation planting and community management, not design or infrastructure form, and
show an unsophisticated approach not in keeping with best practice for such a significant
project.
• High dependence on tree planting within the project to mitigate impacts is poor practice
at this stage because tree planting within infrastructure corridors is highly speculative
without further Reference Design detail to confirm this opportunity and the extent of the
opportunity.
• The photomontages provided are insufficient in number, often taken from poorly selected
vantage points, and many are overtly misleading of the general views and experience of the
location.
• Noise walls are inadequately assessed. The LVIA only assesses them using a selective and
therefore unbalanced viewpoint analysis. A statement concerning their length, height and
overshadowing (in comparison to the existing walls) and their general impact on adjacent
areas would be beneficial in understanding the overall impacts of the proposal on the
landscape and the residential community.
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Part B: West Gate Project – Key Sites and Areas of Impact
Maribyrnong River Crossing and Environs
Cycle Veloway
Yarraville Gardens and Hanmer Reserve
Portal Design
Whitehall Street Pedestrian Bridge
Stony Creek / Hyde Street Reserve
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Maribyrnong River Crossing and Environs
Urban Design Ambition of the Maribyrnong River Corridor

• Westgate Tunnel project have not given adequate consideration to the current values and
future visions for the Maribyrnong River corridor, including the river waterway, banks and
adjacent land uses and urban development.
• The river is of citywide and state value, particularly for the community of western
Melbourne.
• As a significant part of Melbourne’s aboriginal and post-colonial history and culture,
today it is critical to the liveability of the inner western suburbs, part of the broader green
regional infrastructure, an important tourist and recreation asset and a place loved by
many.
• Accordingly, it requires a high quality, appropriately iconic bridge form and a respectful
expression that matches its significance.
• While the land to the south is predominately Port of Melbourne land the decision
to encumber the riverbank land with such major long term infrastructure, reducing
opportunities for long-term city-making opportunities shows extreme lack of foresight.
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Maribyrnong River Crossing and Environs
Level of Significance

• The values and level of significance ascribed to the river in the LVIA report are not
reflective of its state and regional significance as noted in the above points.
• The LVIA is very limited in its identification of areas of landscape significance and
sensitivity.
• It limits these areas to the shared pathway along the river and the narrow banks, but
does not include the broader public open spaces, river users and the broader landscape
character of the river, including adjoining streets and public users.
• There is little identification and assessment of the impact on the landscape character of
Maribyrnong Street and the future Council ambition for the Maribyrnong Street area as
identified in the Footscray River Edge Master Plan (City of Maribyrnong).
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Maribyrnong River Crossing and Environs
13

14

Design significantly limits
future connections along
river and overall future
opportunities to improve
urban character and
amenity of the area.

Separated and infrastructure
bounded river space and
banks.

1. Figure

Key current and future values of the area with former Westgate Tunnel Reference design overlaid
(approximate only).

2. Figure

Key current and future values of the area with former ‐ with Reference Design and Current
Alignment (red) overlaid (approximate only). This illustrates the future impacts on open space and
amenity in the areas south of the Footscray Bridge.
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Footscray River Edge Master Plan
Key Objectives

The key objectives of the Master Plan that are relevant to the Project Alignment include:
• reconnecting the community to the river.
• creating a civic and regional scale riverfront promenade.
• increasing and improving public access and use between Footscray Bridge and Billy Button
Creek.
• improving the ecological health of the Footscray River.
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Footscray River Edge Master Plan

3. Figure

16

15

Footscray River Edge Master Plan ‐ with Reference Design overlaid (approximate only). This
illustrates the future impacts on open space and amenity in the areas south of the Footscray Road
Bridge. Little assessment on the impact of this Plan has been assessed by the LVIA.

4. Figure

Footscray River Edge Master Plan ‐ with Reference Design and Current Alignment (red) overlaid
(approximate only). This illustrates the future impacts on open space and amenity in the areas
south of the Footscray Bridge.
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River Crossing Project Alignment Type and Footprint Scale
18
5. Figure

Design significantly limits
future connections along
river and overall future
opportunities to improve
urban character and
amenity of the area.

Comments on Reference Design 2016

Views along existing and
proposed paths & river corridor
should be considered.

Separated and infrastructure
bounded river space and
banks.

Larger crossing footprint.
Approximately 75m x 275m of river

6. Figure

5. Figure

Current Alignment Design

Comments on Reference Design 2016
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River Crossing Project Alignment Type and Footprint Scale
Key Comments

• The proposed bridge form is dissimilar to existing and adjacent bridge types and
consequently its impact is qualitatively different. It can be reasonably described as “out of
scale” with the current landscape character of the river.
The Concept Design (as compared to reference design):
• Reduces the amount of the open and free river corridor environment.
• Lengthens the physical impact on Maribyrnong Street, its existing and proposed open space
and adjacent properties, from 75m to approximately 200m (approximately 20,000sqm 2
hectares) .
• Brings the bridge closer to the Footscray Bridge and thus reducing long views along the river.
• Significantly increases undercroft zone areas.
• The landing of the on and off ramps on the eastern side significantly reduces the quality
of any future connectivity along the eastern bank for the community, future land use
development and for flora and fauna
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Realign the bridge to a more perpendicular Project Alignment, to reduce visual bulk and footprint
impact.

Alternative Project Alignments that significantly reduce impacts


Redesign the bridge to allow greater visual transparency and framing of the river.

Relocate the off and on ramps
and relocate.
7. Figure

Bridge to a more perpendicular
alignment.

Extend tunnel underneath River
and relocate interchange to the
east.

Alternate project alignments ‐ diagrammatic
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Bridge & Ramps

Loss of any future public
connectivity along eastern
foreshore

Significant amount the view corridor is obscured by the
bridge crossing infrastructure. Loss of the longer view of
the river by the ramps.
Compromised public realm
connection along river bank

Current dark colour and overall height of
external panel of ramps creates a heavy and
large element in the river corridor.
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Bridge & Ramps
Key Comments - Impact

• The bridge and off ramps over the Maribyrnong River form one of the most significant
landscape and visual impacts of the West Gate Bridge Tunnel project.
• The lower bridge elements significantly impact on both views along and usage of the river.
Views from the riverfront north of the Footscray Bridge (Shepherds Bridge) will be impeded
by the bridge and ramps, and block views of the waterway to the south.
• No discussion is provided of the future boardwalk planned by Maribyrnong City Council as
part of the River Edge Master Plan. This boardwalk will be built out over the river itself, with
the intention of improving the views and experience of the river. The views and design as
proposed will severely compromise the overall ambiance and character of this experience.
• It is not made clear whether noise walls are required on the bridge and ramps, and what
increased visual impacts these may have on the adjacent areas.
• Overall, there is a paucity of discussion on public safety and public amenity in the area.
• No assessment has been made on the usability or amenity of the undercroft space in
regards to overshadowing, height, or extent of space available.
• More visual impact assessment required.
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View from Maribyrnong River Shared Use Path Western Embankment

Clear framed views of the river.

Loss of any future public
connectivity along eastern foreshore

19. Figure

Significant amount the view corridor
is obscured by the bridge crossing
infrastructure.

Viewpoint 24 and Photomontage (Figure 97 & 98 LVIA Report) and comments.
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Ramps & Undercroft

29

28

No fence: Suggest that Port Land
has been transferred to public
open space status or
equivalency.

View suggest raised road on
eastern bank of river – not
clearly identified in plans.

Raised planters –
reduce views to the
River.

15. Figure

Lack of person in photomontage
reduces readability of scale and
impact.

17. Figure

Significant vertical visual and
physical bulk of ramps on public
space (pathways, streets and
green spaces)

16. Figure

View point 22 (Figure 90 LVIA Report)

View looking south along Maribyrnong Street. Bridge would be moving from the centre of the
image, forward to the view and curving left over the River. A photomontage from this angle will
provide a more representative image of the impacts and environment created.

Viewpoint 22 Photomontage (Figures 91 and 92 in the LVIA Report) comments.
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Bridge and Ramps
Key Comments - Design

• The current information indicates a solid pre-cast bridge barrier to the outer edges of the
off ramps. These extend higher than the internal barrier. This design creates a significantly
“bulky” and inappropriate presence very close to the river edge, streets and public spaces.
• No actual measurements are provided for the height and width of the undercroft.
• The off and on ramps are between 4m and 6m above the river banks space and the
Maribyrnong River is barely the minimal height to achieve a quality open space environment
for community use.
• Preferably useful open space under infrastructure should be at least predominantly 5-6m in
continuous height.
• Also any space below 3m should be closed off to reduce anti-social behaviour and improve
amenity.
• Extent of public realm offer is not clear.
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Project Extent
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Does the Project Deliver Excellence in Urban Design and Public Realm Design?
Key Comments

• The integrated engineering, architecture and landscape architecture of a project of this
significance should meet standards appropriate to excellence in design.
• The design must relate to all viewers and users of the precinct, from distant views to up
and down stream river views, to underneath and adjacent street views. The streets, river
edge, and the river itself all require high quality interaction and response.
• In all these areas the proposal fails to demonstrate how it is delivering excellence in design
and excellence in public outcomes.
• The bridge design should be of nationally significant design quality, befitting the
significance of the river and the existing and future urban realm.
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Design Recommendations to Reduce Impacts of the Urban Design Concept
Key Comments

• Improve the design to allow for long views along the river.
• Design of off and on ramps if they are to be constructed must ensure that clear sightlines
and usable space is able to be provided underneath them.
• If off and on ramps are unnecessary or can be relocated then consideration should be
given to a higher elevation for the bridge. This will improve the views beneath it along the
river corridor.
• Any bridge or other structure should be a minimum of 6m high from the ground to
the underside of the structure above public access spaces, to allow full visibility and
connectivity. Also, at this height the structure allows light and rain to penetrate into the
space beneath.
• The design should be improved to allow for maximum clearance under the structures
along Maribyrnong Street.
• Clarification should be sought on whether the port function will remain alongside
Maribyrnong Street and whether this land will become usable public open space.
• The design of the port piers should provide reduced visual bulk in the river corridor.
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Design Recommendations to
Reduce Impacts of the Urban
Design Concept
Key Comments

• Reduce the overall height and
bulk of the bridge barrier (if
acoustic assessment
allows).
9. Figure
Current McKenzie Ramp Design

Recommendation: Increase the amount of visibility
through barriers to reduce bulk and heaviness. Review
height requirements to ensure minimal vertical bulk.

24

• Replace the upper areas of the
Refer to Figures
pre-cast bridge barriers
with10‐12
a for bridge exemplars that include acrylic or transparent materials.
transparent / acrylic system to
reduce the bulk and visual height
of the bridge.
• Look at including the shared cycle
way on the southern edge of
the bridge and combine with an
acrylic screen /perforated screen
element to increase its lightness.

10. Figure
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Millau‐Viaduct, France showing transparent edge condition (not a full noise mitigation wall)

20170802
11. Figure

Urban Superway SA
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Cycle Veloway
Key Comments

• I applaud the project for identifying cycling as a major activity along Footscray road, however
the preference would be to locate a high quality cycle way on the ground.
However;
• Lack of security and safety for users.
• Lack of light to users.
• Lack of connection to the surrounds and activity at street level.
• Impact of the structure on the overall bulk of the Project form and reduction in light to the
road below.
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Yarraville Gardens & Hanmer Reserve
Key Comments - Visual Impact Assessment

• Yarraville Gardens, including Hanmer Reserve, comprises highly significant public open space
for the local and regional community.
• Yarraville Gardens and Hanmer Reserve requires more than one indicative viewpoint
assessment to inform the landscape and visual impact on the reserve.
• The overall residual visual impact assessment was rated Moderate to High.
• In my assessment the impact will remain High, given that the Northern Portal will be highly
visible from everywhere in the gardens, and especially from the western area, which is
higher in elevation.
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Yarraville Gardens & Hanmer Reserve
Key Comments - Visual Impact Assessment

• The residual visual impact on the gardens and reserve is described in the report thus:
• “Green infrastructure including canopy trees is proposed adjacent to the northern portal
structure however, this proposed vegetation would not be visible from this viewpoint. As
such the residual visual impact is moderate to high adverse. Community engagement and
liaison with key stakeholders (SP2) would assist in managing the impact” (page 119).
• Rather than suggesting community (including layperson) engagement as a means of
achieving some mitigation of visual impact, the LVA should identify alternative mitigation
measures to reduce the visual impact, for example additional planting in the reserve or a
modification of the portal structure/design to reduce impact. Relying solely on community
management to reduce impact does nothing to address the impact directly or in a timely
manner.
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Yarraville Gardens & Hanmer Reserve

37
36

View taken does not include
the full vent stack design.

24. Figure

Location of indicative views (which match photos below) from within Yarraville Gardens looking in
a generally easterly direction. The impact of the vent stack and portal will be highly visible in the
public space across number of locations.

The following are a series of photos taken from Yarraville gardens from the higher west area to the lower south
east area. They are more representative character of the reserve and the views afforded.
23. Figure

LVIA View 20, looking south east from Yarraville gardens. This view is a highly edited view from
Yarraville Gardens which comprises of a number of higher open spaces that have direct views to
the location of the vent stack.

Indicative location of vent stack and portal
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and portal
24. Figure

Location of indicative views (which match photos below) from within Yarraville Gardens looking in
a generally easterly direction. The impact of the vent stack and portal will be highly visible in the
public space across number of locations.

Yarraville Gardens & Hanmer Reserve

Indicative location of vent stack
and portal

The following are a series of photos taken from Yarraville gardens from the higher west area to the lower south
east area. They are more representative character of the reserve and the views afforded.
Indicative location of vent stack and portal

26. Figure

Looking east towards the vent stack and Fisherman’s Bend from Hanmer Reserve Oval

26.
Figure location
Looking
the vent stack and Fisherman’s Bend from Hanmer Reserve Oval
Indicative
of east
vent towards
stack
and portal
Indicative location of vent stack
and portal

38
25. Figure

Looking east towards the vent stack and Fisherman’s Bend from Hyde Street side above Hanmer
Reserve Oval
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Indicative location of vent stack
and portal

26. Figure

Looking east towards the vent stack and Fisherman’s Bend from Hanmer Reserve Oval

27. Figure

Looking east towards the vent stack and Fisherman’s Bend from south west end of Yarraville
Gardens.

27. Figure

Looking east towards the vent stack and Fisherman’s Bend from south west end of Yarraville
Gardens.

Indicative location of vent stack
and portal
Indicative location of vent stack
and portal

28. Figure

Looking east towards the vent stack and Fisherman’s Bend from south east end of Yarraville
Gardens.

28. Figure

Looking east towards the vent stack and Fisherman’s Bend from south east end of Yarraville
Gardens.

Indicative location of vent stack
and portal
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Gardens.

Portal Design

42. Figure

Aerial view of Portal design looking north east.

Public Realm / Landscape Design
The overall landscape design concept at this stage of the Urban Design Concept (See Figure 43) process is
barely adequate and certainly not of the standard expected of a major piece of infrastructure with significant
impacts in the public realm.
It is poor partly because it places on the landscape shapes, forms,
and spaces
that Maribyrnong
lack site and
contextual
Expert Witness
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Portal Design
Key Comments

• The portal elements are large.
• While it is clear that the designers are seeking this element to be iconic and to constitute
a large urban landmark, I question the significant value (cost) placed in the portal entry
frame (120m long and 35m wide), which could be more importantly and usefully shifted to
a significant extent to improving the public realm outcomes of the areas underneath and
adjacent to the West Gate Tunnel Project.
• This is particularly the case for the Northern Portal which will have a high level of impact on
the Yarraville Gardens.
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Whitehall Street Pedestrian Bridge and Shared Path Project Alignment
Key Comments

• The LVA fails to present a landscape and visual impact assessment of the pedestrian bridge
and the overall landscape.
• This assessment is necessary because of the significant change in landscape character
and visual impacts that the combined pedestrian bridge, Northern Portal and large wall
elements will have on Yarraville Gardens and Hyde Street.
• Some elements of the design may improve the Hyde Street character and amenity for
pedestrians and cyclists while others will not.
• I recommend that there be further analysis with Maribyrnong City Council to determine the
Project Alignment of the shared path around Yarraville Gardens and review the design and
location of the Whitehall Street pedestrian bridge.
• The design should ensure that the bridge works positively with the heritage dimension and
usage of the Yarraville Gardens, Hanmer Reserve, Harris Street and Whitehall Street.
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Whitehall Street Pedestrian Bridge and Shared Path Project Alignment
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Stony Creek Reserve / Hyde Street
Key Comments

• The LVA report and proposed concept deign does not appropriately acknowledge the overall
vision for this place as outlined in the Stony Creek Direction Plan, 2011 (Maribyrnong City
Council).
• Mitigation to reduce the overall impact on the reserve should include investment
in revegetating the mangroves along the creek and overall weed management and
revegetation of the broader creek environs.
• The design of Stony Creek Street reserve should be undertaken in full consultation and
collaboration with the City of Maribyrnong, Melbourne Water and other stakeholders.
Recommendations flowing from that consultation and collaboration should be incorporated
into any proposed works within the Stony Creek Reserve as part of the Project.
• The residual visual impact is rated as “low” for the impact of the Hyde Street ramp on the
Stony Creek Reserve.
• I rate the residual visual impact to be at least low to moderate, because of the significantly
more infrastructure elements now visible from the reserve.
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Stony Creek Reserve / Hyde Street
45
The typical sections and landscape plans show no planting underneath the shared path and elevated
carriageway. At Stony Creek Street reserve, mounds in abstract shapes are proposed within the estuarine
environment of the creek, an inappropriate treatment for this sensitive environment.

34. Figure

Landscape Design for Stony Creek / Hyde Street Reserve

34. Figure

35. Figure

Stony Creek Directions Plan (with approximate alignment of exit ramp).

Landscape Design for Stony Creek / Hyde Street Reserve
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Stony Creek Reserve / Hyde Street
24

10. Figure

Millau‐Viaduct, France showing transparent edge condition (not a full noise mitigation wall)

11. Figure

Urban Superway SA

12. Figure

Eastlink, Melbourne
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Stony Creek Reserve / Hyde Street
Proposed Noise walls - 4.5m high
• In particular a more detailed design, visual impact, and overshadowing assessment needs to
be undertaken for the Hyde Street noise reduction barrier.
• For example it is transparent acrylic type wall or a solid system. If solid this will have
potentially a visual impact which may offset the noise reduction improvements for the
public.
• Also if a coloured acrylic system – what colour ? – Colour is a very important element in
the urban environment and its impact on the park area and its users. I would for sake of
argument suggest a green colour or blue colour (ie more landscape colours) to at least not
add additional “urban colours and forms” into the river corridor.
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Stony Creek Backwash Boardwalk
• The view taken to identify any potential impacts of the off ramp fails to show the foreground
and is a substantially misleading view (refer to Figure 32). The image fails to show an
accurate overlay of the proposed off ramp and thus fails to substantiate the statement that
there is “no” impact.
• From on-site inspection, it is difficult to accept that the off ramp would not be visible from
this viewpoint and that there would be no impact.
• That the LVIA is revised to overlay a 3D model of the proposal on the photo to reliably
determine whether or not an impact will occur.
• A more appropriate representative viewpoint should be assessed to ascertain the visual
impact on Stony Creek backwash reserve.
• After that work is done, there should be an assessment of what is required to mitigate any
impacts on the West Gate Bridge memorial.
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The view taken to identify any potential impacts of the off ramp fails to show the foreground and is a
substantially misleading view (refer to Figure 32). The image fails to show an accurate overlay of the proposed
off ramp and thus fails to substantiate the statement that there is “no” impact.

Stony
Creek
Backwash
From on‐site
inspection,
it is difficult to accept Boardwalk
that the off ramp would not be visible from this viewpoint and
that there would be no impact..
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33. Figure

Past image taken from the boardwalk of the Stony Creek backwash landscape. A more appropriate
view to ascertain image on the area. It is suggested that from this view the off ramp may be
visible.

Recommendation
That the LVIA is revised to overlay a 3D model of the proposal on the photo to reliably determine whether or
not an impact will occur.
A more appropriate representative viewpoint should be assessed to ascertain the visual impact on Stony Creek
backwash reserve.
After that work is done, there should be an assessment of what is required to mitigate any impacts on the West
Gate Bridge memorial.

Review of Urban Design Concept
The Project Alignment of the off ramp location is not significantly different to that of the Reference Design.

32. Figure

Viewpoint 19 (Figure 69‐70 LVIA Report)

The proposal of an additional shared path link to Hughes Street is of good public benefit.
The removal of the above‐ground electrical lines is of public benefit.
The shared path architectural edge design is appropriate.
The landscape design (Figure 33) seems to be very preliminary and lacking in coordination with the engineering
Expert
Witness Statement
Maribyrnong
Council
Kirsten
elements. It lacks site
responsiveness
too. It has not incorporated
the keyCity
directions
of the Stony
Creek Bauer
Directions Plan (Figure 35).
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Part C: Urban Design Concept
Key Points
• The current form of the Maribyrnong River crossing design is inadequate for the significance
of the site and does not provide for quality open space outcomes.
• The design will significantly constrain the planned future opportunities for public use and
enjoyment of the river and the river open spaces. In particular, this affects the spaces
identified by the Footscray River Edge Master Plan, produced by the City of Maribyrnong.
• In particular, the Maribyrnong River ramps generate significant detrimental impacts on the
river, its use, adjacent river bank public realm and overall precinct character and amenity.
• The urban design concept lacks a coherent urban design strategy, which would outline a
clear correlation between areas of identified sensitivity and the means by which the design
would reduce or minimise impact on those areas.
• The urban design concept lacks detail and contains numerous ambiguities between the
various modes of representation it employs including plans, sections and images.
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